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Transferring the technology and results from U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)-sponsored building energy
research to potential users is a critical part of DOE’s successful research programs. To assist in this transfer of
information and technologies, the DOE Office of Building Technologies (OBT) has established Building
Technology Transfer Meetings that are held twice each year at one of the 10 DOE Regional Support Offices.
Meeting participants include DOE personnel and representatives from each of the national laboratories involved in
OBT buildings energy research as well as representatives from the DOE Regional Support Offices and other
agencies involved in the buildings sector.

Since 1991, OBT has held five meetings: Washington, D. C., San Francisco, Denver, Oak Ridge, and Seattle. The
purpose of these meetings is twofold: (1) for DOE to share information about such topics as new research results,
new technologies, and new ways to collaborate with industry and universities to leverage resources; and (2) for the
participants to use this information within their region to accelerate the transfer and deployment of new energy-
efficient building technologies.

The meetings include presentations, demonstrations, and tours. The meetings have provided an excellent
opportunity for staff from the Regional Support Offices to learn about new technologies through their interactions
with OBT and national laboratory program managers. Meeting tours and demonstrations have provided beneficial
opportunities to get hands-on experience with new technologies and to see them in practice.

Introduction

To secure the deployment of its research activities from
the national laboratories to actual users, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Building Technologies
(OBT) has initiated semiannual Building Technology
Transfer Meetings with DOE’s Regional Support Offices
and the national laboratories. These meetings help OBT
achieve the technology transfer goals that are part of its
mission. OBT’s technology transfer mission and the OBT
Regional Support Offices, which OBT views as vital to
fulfilling its technology transfer mission, are described in
the following sections. This paper also describes the
Building Technology Transfer Meetings, which are hosted
by the Regional Support Offices, and the success of these
meetings in accomplishing OBT’s technology transfer
goals.

OBT’s Technology Transfer Mission

OBT’s mission is to pursue advanced energy efficiency
and renewable technologies and processes and to acceler-
ate the rate of adoption of these technologies in the
residential and commercial sectors through research,
development, and deployment. The Building Technology
Transfer Meetings are one way OBT can achieve its
technology transfer goal to implement a system for
efficient and effective transfer of research and develop-
ment results to private- and public-sector users and to
facilitate the exchange of information among energy
service providers and users.
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OBT has found the key to successful technology deploy-
ment is to be responsive to private-sector interests. OBT is
committed to developing strong working relationships
among all building-sector participants, including manufac-
turers, utilities, trade associations, community organiza-
tions, professional societies, universities, and state and
local governments. OBT reaches these stakeholders
through a variety of mechanisms. One successful mecha-
nism has been collaboration with DOE’s 10 Regional
Support Offices.

OBT’s Regional Support Offices

Each of DOE’s Regional Support Offices has one or more
staff members that have been designated as the lead for
supporting buildings-related research and deployment in
the region. Their responsibilities vary by region; however,
in general their activities include the following:

Coordinate with different federal agencies in their
region on DOE Federal Energy Management Program
(FEMP) projects.

Provide technical and financial assistance to state
energy offices.

Sponsor workshops and training on incorporating
energy efficiency into buildings.

Coordinate with utility demand-side management
(DSM) programs on new construction and major
retrofit programs.

The Regional Support Offices function as an extended arm
of DOE that allows greater interaction with organizations
at the state and local levels. This interaction is a critical
component when trying to deploy technologies developed
by DOE and its national laboratories.

OBT funds several DOE national laboratories to conduct
research and implementation activities related to codes and
standards, building energy research, and FEMP. The
DOE national laboratories include Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBL), National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL),
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), and Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL).

Meetings

OBT initiated a series of semi-annual meetings hosted by
the 10 DOE Regional Support Offices. Participants
include project staff and technology transfer representa-
tives from the national laboratories and DOE headquarters
staff. Five meetings have taken place since April of 1991:
in Washington, D.C., San Francisco, Denver, Oak Ridge,

and Seattle. The next meeting is planned for May 1994 in
Washington, D.C. Tables 1 through 6 provide an outline
of these meetings.

The purpose of the meetings is twofold: (1) for DOE to
share information about such topics as new research
results, new technologies, and new ways to collaborate
with industry and universities to leverage resources; and
(2) for the participants to use this information within their
region to accelerate the transfer and deployment of new
energy-efficient building technologies. The meetings are
viewed as a two-way process. Staff at the national labora-
tories can let those in the field (i.e., DOE Regional
Support Office staff) know about new technology develop-
ments and those in the field can let staff at the national
laboratories and at DOE Headquarters know what needs
are out there that should be met and what is being done
successfully. The goal is to make these interactions more
horizontal rather than from the top down. The meetings
also provide time for the regional support staff to interact
with one another and share experiences from key projects
in their regions. A mix of presentations, demonstrations,
and tours is offered at each meeting.

Presentations

The presentations allow staff from various energy-related
organizations to provide information about their on-going
activities. Program managers from DOE Headquarters and
the national laboratories provide information on their
programs’ proposed activities. Topics have ranged from
ground source heat pumps, solar domestic hot water
heaters, and compact fluorescent lamps, to integrated
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resource planning, FEMP, thermal envelope issues, created a collaborative process with the General
appliance standards, manufactured housing efficiency, and
building energy code adoption and enforcement. Below
are some detailed examples of presentations given at the
meetings:

Mark Ginsberg spoke on FEMP at two meetings. The
focus of his discussions has been on the National
Energy Policy Act of 1992 and how it requires federal
agencies to reduce energy consumption by 20% by the
year 2000. FEMP is responsible for providing assis-
tance in meeting this energy reduction requirement for
more than 500,000 buildings at 8,000 sites and
500,000 vehicles in 29 federal agencies. Mark’s
presentations were two of many providing overviews
of FEMP projects at the meetings.

At the third meeting in Denver, John Beldock of
Environmental Plus provided a presentation on how
the Denver Support Office and Environmental Plus

Services Administration (GSA), Public Service Com-
pany of Colorado (PSCo), and energy service compa-
nies to pursue energy improvements in federal facili-
ties. The project yielded a GSA action plan for
improvements at the Denver Federal Center, a first-
ever Federal agency competitive bid to a utility DSM
bidding program, a process for customized utility
programs for Denver area federal customers, and a
process for energy savings performance contracting at
the Denver Federal Center.

Staff from the power marketing agencies, Tennessee
Valley Authority and Bonneville Power Administra-
tion, have given presentations on how they interface
with various organizations in their regions to promote
energy efficiency in residential and commercial build-
ings for both retrofit and new construction projects
through utility programs.
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Demonstrations and Tours A second part of the tour was a visit to a Berkeley retailer

The meetings have provided an excellent opportunity for
staff from the Regional Support Offices to learn about
new technologies, either in the developmental or early
commercialization stages, through their interactions with
OBT and national laboratory program managers. Meeting
tours and demonstrations have provided beneficial oppor-
tunities to get hands-on experience with new technologies
and to see them in practice.

No demonstrations were conducted at the first meeting in
Washington, D.C., in April 1991; however, demonstra-
tions and tours were included with each of the following
meetings. Highlights of these demonstrations and tours are
provided below.

Highlights of Demonstrations and Tours at the
Second Buildings Meeting - San Francisco. At
the second Building Technology Transfer Meeting in San
Francisco in April 1992 participants had the opportunity to
participate in three tours. One tour was a visit to a com-
mercial window store that sold a variety of energy-
efficient, low-emissivity windows. The staff at the
showroom discussed how the windows were marketed to
consumers and how they had been received by the market.

specializing in energy-efficient residential appliances. A
discussion was given by Jim McMahon from LBL on the
importance of DOE’s minimum efficiency appliance
standards and the impact they can have on products in the
marketplace. Several models of energy-efficient appli-
ances, such as washing machines and refrigerators, were
on display.

Highlights of Demonstrations and Tours at the
Third Buildings Meeting - Denver. At the third
Building Technology Transfer Meeting in Denver in
December 1992 participants were offered two demonstra-
tions and one tour. Staff from PNL demonstrated software
developed for FEMP; this is one of several software tools
developed by the national laboratories to assist federal
energy managers in identifying and choosing cost-effective
energy efficiency options. The Denver Support Office
arranged for a classroom of computers so everyone could
practice using the software.

Also in Denver, a tour was provided of the Colorado
Centennial Building to demonstrate the building lighting
retrofit project conducted by the Colorado Office
of Energy Conservation. The project used energy
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performance contracting to retrofit an 11-story building stration and several tours. One tour offered at Oak Ridge
with electronic ballasts, T8 lamps, and timer controls. was an actual audit of a home scheduled for rehabilitation;

the audit included a blower-door test for air leakage and
Highlights of Demonstrations and Tours at the checking of crawl spaces for insulated pipes. A key
Fourth Buildings Meeting - Oak Ridge. At the buildings-related activity is to audit homes for rehabilita-
fourth Building Technology Transfer Meeting in Oak tion and weatherization work; however, many of the
Ridge in May 1993 participants were offered one demon- meeting attendees had never been on an audit.
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Highlights of Demonstrations and Tours at the Benefits and Successes of the Build-
Fifth Buildings Meeting - Seattle. At the fifth
Building Technology Transfer Meeting in Seattle in
October 1993 participants could participate in two demon-
strations and two tours. One tour took participants through
the Lighting Design Lab, which is a cooperative
arrangement between several utilities and other
organizations in the Pacific Northwest. The second tour
took participants through the recently opened Madigan

ing Technology Transfer Meetings

The Building Technology Transfer Meetings provide
significant benefits to participants in terms of the opportu-
nities they provide for face-to-face interaction among
program staff. Several specific examples of technology
transfer have occurred at the meetings as well.

Army Hospital. This hospital was specifically designed for
energy efficiency.
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Interactions The Building Technology Transfer Meetings have also

The meetings provide the DOE Regional Support Offices
with an opportunity for proactive technology transfer; the
offices have resources and regional experience that can be
brought to bear to aggressively advance the implementa-
tion of energy conservation and renewable energy in
federal facilities. The meetings also provide Regional
Support Office staff with an excellent opportunity to better
understand the technologies under development at the
national laboratories and to see how they get transferred to
the marketplace. Time spent at the national laboratories
during the meetings has given the support office staff a
much better understanding of the types of work being
conducted and the types of opportunities that might be
available for collaboration. Staff from the national labora-
tories have an opportunity to review technical aspects of
each other’s work and to answer questions on how the
new technologies could impact the marketplace. Regional
Support Office staff develop a better understanding of how
they can be partners in a collaborative process to transfer
technologies from the national laboratories to end users.

provided DOE Headquarters and the national laboratories
with an opportunity to better understand the capability
available at the Regional Support Offices. The Support
Offices are in an excellent position to be a conduit for
many of the needed technology transfer activities that must
occur to get the work from the laboratories out into the
marketplace. Frequently staff from DOE’s Regional
Support Offices are aware of new projects in their region
that might be appropriate for inclusion in various DOE
programs.

A unique and positive aspect of the meetings has been the
continuity in the persons attending the meetings. As the
attendees have come to know one another, discussions
have become more candid and, therefore, more meaning-
ful. The regional support staff now contact one another
regularly in between meetings to discuss projects and
other activities they are working on and to consult with
one another. They also contact staff at the various national
laboratories to learn more about specific programs or to
receive technical assistance.
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Specific Examples. One example of a major outreach
program initiated by the technology transfer meetings is a
task force on energy-efficient buildings in the southeast.
The task force was formed in 1992 with the mission of
bringing together the stakeholders of the southeast to
discuss problems within the buildings community. Mem-
bers include ORNL, DOE Atlanta Support Office, South-
ern States Energy Board, Georgia Power Company,
Southeast Energy Institute, Duke Power, North Carolina
Alternative Energy Corporation, Florida Energy Office,
Kentucky State Energy Office, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, Tennessee Valley
Authority, and Atlanta Gaslight.

DOE programs such as FEMP and the Building Energy
Standards Program have benefitted from the meetings
because time is allocated at the meetings to discuss ways
to develop relationships and discuss activities that could
improve outreach efforts. With increased recognition,
these programs can be more effective for DOE. FEMP
has begun to provide numerous opportunities for collabo-
ration among the Regional Support Offices, utilities, and
federal facilities to develop energy efficiency projects.
Similarly the Building Energy Standards Program is
beginning to focus on the Regional Support Offices as part
of their infrastructure to get building energy standards
adopted, implemented, and enforced in the states.

The demonstrations and tours that were part of the Build-
ing Technology Transfer Meetings provided excellent
technology transfer experiences for participants. Some of
these experiences are highlighted below:

The Berkeley tour of the energy-efficient appliance
store during the second meeting in San Francisco let
participants see the end result of DOE-funded technol-
ogy and standards research in retail settings and
helped reinforce the need for an accelerated technol-
ogy transfer program because of the benefits that can
accrue from these efforts. These visits also showed
the attendees how salespeople deal with “real-world”
energy-related questions from consumers.

A tour of a commercial window showroom in Berke-
ley demonstrated the real success the energy-efficient
windows program at LBL has had in getting technol-
ogy deployed in the marketplace.

At the Denver meeting, participants took part in a
demonstration of the FEMP software. The Denver
Support Office arranged for a classroom of computers
so everyone could get hands-on practice with the
software. This type of experience can be a tremendous
help in winning over program staff to the capabilities
of a software program so that they, in turn, can
communicate its usefulness to others.

The home rehabilitation audit offered at Oak Ridge
provided another excellent opportunity for the
attendees to get hands-on experience to help them
better understand the needs of those in the building
industry.

Conclusions

As the Building Technology Transfer Meetings continue to
evolve, new forms of collaboration will continue to
develop between the Regional Support Offices, DOE
Headquarters, and the national laboratories. It is impera-
tive that these groups work together to promote the
transfer of energy-efficient building technologies and
processes so the full benefits can be derived.
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